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How to assemble and decorate the Advent Calendar Shadow Box with drawers... Our family has embraced several holiday traditions over the years. We have certain movies that we watch for every major holiday. We have an elf on the shelf, Lego Advent calendars, every Christmas morning we read about the birth of
Christ. This year I was willing to add a little more meaning to our holiday season, especially in Advent activities. Our Lego Advent calendars do have zero in common with Advent and just a fun way to add to the Lego collection. While searching for Pinterest for some inspiration, I came across these amazingly crafty
Kaisercraft Advent calendars. Aren't they cool? I love them all. Then I decided it would be great to build a nativity scene with one of these configurations, but put a nativity scene in each box. Every day we could pull out a new figure, add it to the scene, and reflect on some aspect of Jesus' birth. I scoured every site for
the perfect set of Christmas figures and ended up on ebay, of course. I found the perfect set of vintage figures made in West Germany. This was to be because on arrival, I found that the structure of the manger fits perfectly into the central shelf of this outside of the Page configuration. I love, love, love Kaisercraft and
their innovative projects. Truly, they are one of my favorite craft companies that always impress me with their style. Bless their hearts, they just don't succeed in giving direction. So when I opened the packet of shady box parts, I wasn't exactly impressed with the instructions. Basically you get a black and white chart of all
the pieces included. No words, no shooter, no numbers. Just a picture of what's in the bag. So to help the next gal (or guy!) who is trying to put this kid together, I've included some basic instructions and tips here. The tools that you will need to build your advent calendar: acrylic paint in color of your choice - I used a
brown brush pencil cutter or scissors of some glue glue glue - I used zip dry decorations to decorate the frame and boxes: paper for decorating Mod Podge Scissors Paper Sand Strong two-way ribbon - I use Scor-Tape Rub N Buff - Gold to start I applied two layers of brown to all my pieces. If you're going for a shabby,
distressed look you can apply coats in two different colors and sand pieces in places to reveal a little more color and even bare wood. The paint dries pretty quickly and you should be able to get all your coat done in one day. Indeed, everything about this project makes it a great project at the same time. You can make a
move, walk away and leave it while you other things done and then come back to it later. Perfect Perfect those days when you can only find a few minutes here and there to work on a project. Once your pieces are dry, I recommend you go ahead and dry fit the pieces. This will do two things: #1 give you a chance to see
how this thing fits together and #2 will allow you to fit all the pieces together well and remove any paint stuck in the fittings. Acrylic is quite soft and can be removed quite easily from slots, but I find it also helps any loose connections fit a little more snugly. If you have a thing together it's good to take a look at how it goes
together. There are five main sections - a long lower section, two side sections, the middle and upper sections. (See the photo below) Before you continue to build, you need to do one more thing if you add paper later to the frame. I've decided to add paper to the tops of all the ledges. There will be a total of 8 side ledges
to cover all the same shapes. Don't worry about getting the exact size or rounding the corners. Just make sure your paper pieces are large enough to cover the ledges. I recommend gluing these large sections separately, then adding two side parts (one at a time) to the large bottom, and finally at the top. Apply glue



along each side of the tab that fits into the slot and wrap it in place. Give each section some time to dry before installing it all together. Mine sat for an hour or two until the final meeting. Check the color chart above. Once you've got your shady box all built and glued together, you'll want to add a backside. Before you glue
it in place I suggest adding any paper you can show through the shadow drawer first. To do this, I measured and cut the background paper to the size for the middle hole. Then I added Scor-Tape on the back of the paper and removed the support tape. Now stay with me here, put the whole shadow box frame face down
on the table in front of you. Line the paper with the middle section with the ribbon side face up so that it covers the middle part evenly on all sides. Next, carefully place the back of the face down on the paper and the frame be careful to keep slots lined with tabs sticking out. If you have everything lined up properly, press
the back down on the frame. Your paper reference note should stick the back end in the perfect place. Build and decorate Advent boxes: The boxes that come with the kit are made of chipboard and hinged on the bottom layer. Yay for us! Less bonding! These little guys are pretty simple. Fold the sides and glue in place.
Teh Teh and the backs are folded and fit inside the sides. So to glue them together, run the ball glue along both sides of the front end. With the sides folded, bring the front end to fit tightly between the side parts and keep it securely in place. Do the same with your back. You can make them both at the same time, just
make sure you have a front-lined flush before you go to the back. Depending on the glue, keep the box safe in your fingers for about sixty seconds to ensure a good adhesion. Now do it 24 more times. It's really pretty fast. Again, you can do a few at a time and don't have to worry about walking away from the project.
Once your boxes are collected and your glue is all dry, it's time to decorate. I only covered the sides of my paper boxes as I wanted to add as little bulk as possible to ensure the boxes would slide easily into and out of the frame. I decided not to decorate the insides also to keep on the room for numbers. I cut strips of
paper 6 13/16 x 1 9/16 to wrap around my drawers. Once the strips are cut, add a Scor-Tape strip along the top and bottom edges. Line the paper up, starting at the back of the box. You want your seam to be in the middle of the back of the box. Slowly work the paper around the box, burning the corners at every turn.
Gently press the paper on the sides with your fingers to be careful not to push too hard and crash the box. I like to lie the box down on its side and burnish from the inside wall down to the table to get a safe hold on paper. To notss in the front of the drawer, I just cut the gaps in the void and turned them inside to the back
of the drawer front. Scor-Tape keeps the tiny sections in place. You can also cut these pieces with an exacto knife or precut your cutouts before applying paper. Note: After that, some of the small pieces of paper are separated leaving a layer of paper attached to the box and a layer raising a little from the rim. Just a word
of caution when using thicker paper - it can be divided into layers. After the paper was on the drawers I applied Rub n Buff to the front edges. A word of caution is here. When Rub n Buff comes into contact with paper, it's not buff at all really. Wherever it touches paper, it's pretty much staying there. The good thing is that
it covers the raw edges very well. The bad news is that it won't be manipulated the way, for example, distress ink would be. Once he's down, he's down. Remember that and use very small amounts at a time. You can always add more. Of course, you can use ink to add color to the edges as well. At that point I added
paper to the ledges of the frame. To do this, first apply layer Mod Podge on a painted ledge, then apply a thin layer on the Paper. Stick the paper well to the ledge and finally add another thin layer of Maud Podge to the top of the paper smoothing out any bubbles as you go. Continue down on each side in the same way.
Allow to dry completely. Once your paper ledges are completely dry, you can remove the excess hanging off brushing down the edges with a grinding tool or sand paper. I cut the excess close to the rim and then sand the rest off, rounding the corners as I go. To finish the piece, I covered it all in a Rub N Buff coat.
Finally, finish decorating the boxes ... And ta-da! It was a very pleasant project. I hope the kids have as much fun with it during Advent as I do creating it. What are your favorite holiday traditions? Leave a comment below!!! Semi-annual Die Cutting Sale goes on now. × Kaisercraft Aside from the Advent Calendar page Kit
Gifted Kaisercraft www.kaisercraft.com.au Review by Katherine Wright, editor, AllFreeChristmasCrafts.com If you want to make an outstanding advent calendar with professional design, look no further than Kaisercraft for the Advent Calendar Kit page. It's perfect for artisans who have a theme in mind for their Christmas
calendar, but aren't quite sure how to bring it all together. This craft calendar will not only give you the basics, but also the fun design that the whole family will love. You will be able to make each day during the holidays special if you use this as a starting point for your holiday calendar. What buyers love about Kaisercraft
Advent Calendar is that it offers you a simple set of instructions to create this unique design. Why artisans will enjoy it, because while it provides a great plan for the advent calendar, it still allows you to choose how to decorate it (the space in the middle is perfect for the 3D effect). Best of all, whatever you choose, it is
sure to last, as this Christmas calendar is made of cardboard. This is all an artisan can ask for; durable, flexible and original. Using drawers instead of pockets is becoming increasingly popular this year, and Kaisercraft Advent Calendar shows why. In every little box, you can store activities or special treats for your
toddlers so they will always have new Christmas activities waiting to entertain them every day. They will be able to work not only on their counting skills, but also on any projects you may have in store for them. Don't follow the same old model when creating the coming calendar this Christmas. Create a new, original
Christmas calendar using the Kaisercraft Advent calendar as a base. Buy this product on CutRateCrafts.com Thanks for signing up! We couldn't. you -- please try again. Once again. Once again.
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